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Foreword
The year 2008 started dramatically for Kenya. A political crisis revealed scary differences along tribal,
Socioeconomic and political lines that may take a long time to heal completely. With assistance from
DOEN, the Dutch and Norwegian governments, the Acro-Yoga Project, friends, and colleagues we
managed to get over this drama and assisted others with our reconciliation initiatives.
Out of the sadness grew an even stronger belief that culture is a lot more than beautiful expressions
of music, dance and acrobatics, visual arts, theatre, film etc. Culture is essential in the process of
understanding, reconciliation and building peace. Culture carries and demonstrates our collective heritage
and as such, it is culture that makes us realize what we stand to loose. Culture is also a mechanism to
review and comment on life and to bring about creative expressions and reflections on the way society
evolves. Therefore, culture is fundamental for development. There can be no development without due
considerationt to culture.
The year 2008 ended with the world-wide financial crisis. Although Sarakasi’s financial figures for 2008
increased dramatically, the financial future looks uncertain. This may impact on our ability to implement
our programs and finalize renovations at the building. It will provide an even stronger push for Sarakasi to
further develop as a cultural entrepreneur in order to become as financially independent as possible.
None the less, we look in a positive way towards the future having finalized our long term strategic plan
and Developing a beautiful Dome under our management.
We thank you all for your continued support and cooperation.
Special thanks to the Royal Netherlands Embassy, Stichting Doen Netherlands and Mundial Productions for
sticking with us through thick and thin, without their continued support we would have never come this
far.

Rudy van Dijck,
Chairman
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About us
Sarakasi Trust is a performing arts development
organization based in Nairobi, Kenya. The organization
has been working in the field of Culture for
Development since its establishment in 2001 and
has grown to be one of the leading organizations
in culture and performing arts in Eastern Africa. The
Trust has always been committed to promoting public
awareness, appreciation and access to acrobatics,
music and dance. ‘Sarakasi’ is the Kiswahili word for
Circus or Acrobatics.
The organization runs an extensive training and
capacity building program working with hundreds
of children and young people in over 40 centres in
slum areas around Nairobi, equipping them with
basic performance and life-skills training in order to provide them with a real chance at overcoming the
challenges of poverty.
The training program is at the heart of Sarakasi’s activities and is split into four levels of ascending
skills. Level 1 involves outreach training in acrobatics and dance to young people living in informal
settlements and low-income neighbourhoods, mainly in and around Nairobi. Level 2 training takes
place at the Dome through daily sessions and workshops for mostly young adult trainees. It involves
performance as well as social development and life skills training. Level 3 training features professional
performers who have risen above the initial two stages and are deemed ready to take on local and
international stages. Level 4 is the final level and involves the selection and training of the professional
performers to serve as trainers in the outreach level. Thereby completing the full circle.

We also facilitate the contracts
of hundreds of performers in
our international contracts and
exchanges program, which not
only provides vital income for the
artists but also provides them
with training, exposure and a
broader worldview. Sarakasi has
organized several large concerts
and has for two years running
staged one of the largest music
events in the region – the Sawa


Sawa Festival – now a permanent fixture in the Kenyan
cultural calendar. The festival is part of our audience
building program, together with a fair trade music label
which shares its name and the Ghetto Radio project
– an urban format radio station targeting and involving
youth growing up in Nairobi’s poorest communities.
Sarakasi also facilitates the Hospital Project through
which various artists visit children in Nairobi’s most
overcrowded hospital facilities and engage children in
creative play.
Our overall aim is to develop contemporary
choreographic creation and support the presentation
and diffusion of performance work; support training
research and innovation in acrobatics, music, dance and
theatre; foster cultural exchange and cross disciplinary
collaboration in the arts; and support the infrastructure
for the development of acrobatics, music, dance etc.
Our goal is to promote our objectives in East Africa and beyond to further social, economic and cultural
development of society.



The year that was...
For Sarakasi, 2008 will
be best remembered
for the move to
our new home.
In 2006, after
years of living
in rented
premises,
becoming
more and
more
overcrowded
by the
day we
took the plunge, raised the capital, went real estate shopping
and came away with our own house. The next step was to
turn this house into a home in which to grow and prosper and
always feel secure. After nearly two years of renovations, involving much blood, sweat and many tears, at the end of May 2008
we finally moved in. To celebrate this momentous achievement we
threw a big party!
The Dome opening on May 30th 2008 was attended by more than
1,000 invited guests who watched performances headlined by local and
international artists including Mahotella Queens from South Africa, Benin’s
Percus Nomades, Cuba’s Habanasax and Kenya’s Atemi Oyungu and the
Sarakasi artists among others. The launch also kicked off the hugely successful
two-day international Sawa Sawa Festival 2008 crowned by Senegal’s Baaba Maal
and Jamaica’s Black Uhuru with an audience of more than 80,000 revellers.
These two joyous events were in stark contrast to events that took place in Nairobi at the beginning of 2008 when the most violent conflict in Kenya’s 44 years of independence tore through the country in the months of January and February. No matter what the cause of the violence is seen or argued to
be, it impacted heavily on all our lives. Sarakasi’s work is centred mainly around Nairobi’s most economically disadvantaged neighbourhoods and it was in these same neighbourhoods that the violence, the
looting and the loss of livelihoods played out the hardest. A core element of our training programme is
field based and when sectoral violence disrupted life in these neighbourhoods to the extent they became
‘no-go-zones’ our facilities became inaccessible. Many of Sarakasi’s acrobats and dancers were forced to
flee from their homes and never return.


In addition to the violence and disruption that was wrought on the people of Kenya, the
crisis had the knock on effect of bringing tourism to a dead halt. Overnight, during what
should have been the busiest time of the year, hotels and lodges went to zero occupancy and stayed that way for most of the first half of the year. This impacted
heavily on Sarakasi’s performers who rely on the tourism industry for a good
part of their income. In the midst of this madness many acts of kindness
were forthcoming. A not insignificant example was the aid provided by
Stichting Doen to approximately 200 Sarakasi artists for relocation and
compensation for loss of income.
By the end of 2008, Kenyans witnessed a return to normal life and
a semblance of peace descended again on the country. Our training facility was intact and our trainees were attending training
sessions regularly while our professional performers were once
again finding and fulfilling their performance contracts.
The scars of that time however will take longer to heal, at
the time of writing there are still thousands of Kenyans living
in Internally Displaced People camps with little or no hope of
returning to their homes in the near future.
The troubles of 2008 did not end there. The credit crisis reared
its ugly head in September. After overcoming the challenges of
early 2008 thrown up by the post election violence, Sarakasi now
faced the challenges of the worldwide financial crisis. The consequences were immediately apparent with decreased tourism, lower
investments, less donor money etc. and the expectation that the
worst was yet to come.
It was therefore timely
that Sarakasi had already
started seriously planning for
its future in early 2008, as this
planning is sure to alleviate the worst
effects of the worldwide recession.
2008 was also the year we said goodbye to Director
Sheba Hirst who left to help run ‘Rainmaker’, a company
she co-founded with husband Eric Wainaina. Having said
all that it is now time to look back on 2008 at the good
times, the achievements and the challenges.



The Dome is Home
On May 30th, 2008 the Trust officially
moved from the GoDown Arts Centre on
Dunga Road to its newly acquired home,
the Sarakasi Dome, formerly the Shan
Cinema, along Ngara Road. The building sits
in a prime location on Ngara Road with a
sweeping view of downtown Nairobi. It has
worn many faces in the past and remains
one of the outstanding architectural pieces
in Nairobi. From a movie cinema hall in the
50s, Shan Cinema hosted the late Bishop
Evans Mrima’s Gospel Outreach Ministry,
a pioneer pop evangelism group, in the
80s, after which time it fell into complete
disrepair and was used as a refuge by many
of Nairobi’s homeless people.
When it was bought by Sarakasi, the
building was completely uninhabitable
after years of neglect. Today it is hard to
imagine the decrepit state in which it was
discovered as one marvels at the clean,
bright open spaces that permeate every
corner of the magnificent building.
Not only were the inside and outside
of the Dome restored to their former
glory and beyond, the immediate area
surrounding the Dome was given a muchneeded facelift. On the two days before
the opening the Sarakasi performers
took to the streets around the Dome in a cleaning exercise. The artists swept the pavements, filled the
potholes on the main Ngara Road, collected all waste materials at the same time created awareness
among the locals on the importance of the arts in people’s social and economic welfare.



Changing Lives
The effect of our move to the Dome on the surrounding area of Ngara cannot be overestimated. Ngara, like the old
Shan Cinema, had been left to decay over the previous decades. With the renovation of the Dome and the clean up
of the surrounding area new life has been breathed into the local community. New businesses are opening up, new
apartments being built and real estate prices have risen. Much of this can be attributed to the positive effect our performers have on the local residents who see through them hope for the future. The fact that we have invested heavily
in the area for the long term provides the locals with the confidence to do the same. We are here to stay.

The
Sarakasi
Dome, including the adjoining
Shan House, is now
fully equipped with
office spaces, international standard performance auditorium,
professionally finished
yoga/dance/aerobics
and acrobatics studio,
workshop venues,
rehearsal spaces,
cocktail party venues
(the foyer, rooftop
& balcony floor)
art exhibition
spaces,
fully

furnished
three bedroom residence
apartment and a modern artistically designed bar and restaurant
complete with a mini stage for live
performance.
The Dome presents numerous
structural advantages that will
prove ideal for the development
of acrobatics, dance and physical
theatre training and the hosting
of live performances. Being an old
movie theatre, the Dome offers
excellent acoustics and will easily
allow customisation and structural
changes to accommodate the ever
growing and diversifying needs of
our artists.
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Comments from staff members on
move to the Dome:
‘The area immediately surrounding the Dome was cleaned up, by virtue of
the fact that a lot of informal businesses were moved to make way for
the new Dome grounds. This was done in a compassionate manner
and Sarakasi took pains to ensure that people’s livelihoods were
not unduly affected. Immediate area unrecognisable today
from what it was like in 2006.’ (Rahim)
‘With the new building comes more staff, more responsibilities and more challenges. But all good.’ (Rahim’)
‘The new building has a really good, comfortable
studio and office which makes life a lot easier.’
(Issa)
‘Moving to the Dome was very important for
us. Gives us a freedom and security. Can train
whenever you want, day or night, and gives
us the opportunity to choreograph in privacy.’
(Edu)
‘One of the biggest highlights of 2008 was
moving to the Dome – the Go-down was
getting unbelievably over-crowded as Sarakasi
was growing so fast….’ (Nancy)
‘Sarakasi Dome uplifted Ngara. It looks cleaner
now, there is action in the neighbourhood, it is
safer.’ (Marion)
‘Was extremely challenging project as there were
no original building drawings so it was impossible
to make structural changes to the building for fear of
causing a major collapse. Once we were attempting to
put in a window on the top floor and the wall nearly collapsed. After that the renovations were mainly confined to
cleaning it up, painting, installing soundproofing, new office for
the acrobats, making a space for a storage facility, renovating the
area that is now the bar. Next stage is rigging for the acrobats, more
soundproofing, lights and backstage facilities. In other words to create a
fully functioning theatre. Also to create a function area on the rooftop by putting in roof and bar.’ (Gloria)

”
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Special Projects
Celtel Sawa Sawa 2008 –
Breaks All Records
During the first part of 2008 not only were we finalising renovations and moving into the Dome, we were
also busy organising the 2008 Celtel Sawa Sawa Festival, which was held on the weekend of the Dome
opening. Not content with the massive success of the 2007 Festival we worked tirelessly to stage the
biggest and best Sawa Sawa Festival to date. The two-day festival was held in perfect weather over the
weekend of May 31st/June 1st at two Nairobi venues, The Arboretum and Kasarani Stadium. The festivals
were graced with international greats Baaba Maal (Senegal), Black Uhuru (Jamaica), Habanasax (Cuba),
Percus Nomades (Benin), Mahotella Queens (South Africa), Ustaad Rafat Khan (India) and Beef (The
Netherlands), along with some of Kenya’s hottest artists such as, Atemi, Heart ‘N’ Soul, Makadem, Kanji
Mbugua, General Onyx, The Warriors and Jua Kali Drummers, to name but a few. Naturally the Sarakasi
Artists were on hand to wow the crowds with their gravity defying physical feats.
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The two-day extravaganza attracted a record attendance of over 80,000 people from all walks of life
united simply by music. Sarakasi has always had
a goal of bringing arts and people together through
culture. Through this festival, people come together
across gender, age, economic standing, culture and
tribe. The 2008 festival was not only a chance for
all these communities to come together and enjoy
2 days of world-class entertainment, but for all to
begin to heal from the recent trauma. We are most
grateful for the support we received from the Royal
Netherlands Embassy and Celtel Kenya for this
significant event on Kenya’s cultural calendar.

Social Responsibilty
- Sarakasi Trust
Hospital Project
Expands
In September 2006 Sarakasi Trust initiated the
Hospital Project designed to take entertainment and
fun methods of education (‘edutainment’) to ailing
children in hospital. Our aim was to offer a positive
outlook and meaningful stay for the hospitalised
children to aid them in their healing process.
The pilot project was trialled at St Anne’s children’s
ward in the Mater Hospital, Nairobi. Due to the
positive impact of our project, the management of
the hospital took up the initiative to maintain the
programme and thus employed 1 creative assistant
who is being trained by one of our team members.
Currently, we still visit the hospital with a small
team to attend to the children. In November 2007
we started the programme at Kenyatta National
Hospital, Nairobi’s biggest government referral hospital. In November 2008 we expanded within KNH
and at the same time initiated the programme at
the Mbagathi District Hospital, which serves some
of Nairobi’s poorest neighbourhoods.
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During the sessions the children, and often their parents, are
engaged in fun activities such as arts and crafts, singing and
dancing, clowning and puppetry, reading and writing, story
telling and games. All this serves to make their hospital stay
bearable as the children get a moment in which they can focus
on something other than their fear and pain.
In 2009 we are planning to start a pilot project to reach out to
homes and day care centers for differently able children and
juvenile remand homes.
The program is sponsored by Terre des Hommes Netherlands
and UFO Supplies BV Netherlands and other well-wishers who
have made contributions towards this worthy cause.

Amani Circus and Outreach Program
This program was initiated in 2008 as a response to the post
election violence earlier in the year. The Circus advocates peace
and reconciliation. ‘Amani’ means peace in Kiswahili. The
Amani Circus is an educative and engaging circus outreach
program in which the process of creating a show together
allows the performers, all personally affected by the political
crisis in Kenya, to transform their trauma into art and have
a platform to share this art with others. The Amani Circus is
Sarakasi’s program for artists taking a role as ambassadors for
peace and is sponsored and supported by the Royal Norwegian
Embassy and the Africa Yoga Project.
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Dubbelleuk/Sarakasi Nairobi Schools
Training Program
Stichting Dubbelleuk is a Netherlands based foundation and its name means ‘twice as nice’. Initially the
foundation used proceeds from it events in the Netherlands to support similar institutions abroad that
shared their vision for supporting disadvantaged children. In 2006 they partnered with Sarakasi to bring their
production to 26 non-formal schools in Nairobi as well as providing a much-needed meal for all the kids who
attended. The success of this tour led to the birth of a training outreach program in these schools. Dubbelleuk
continues to support a Sarakasi schools training program within the city slums as a way of tapping talent and
encouraging alternative sources of income and allowing the children to have fun!
The program, which began in early 2007, targets almost 14,000 students across 25 schools within the Nairobi
city slums and out of this number nearly 1,000 students are actively involved in training. Weekly training
sessions are held in each of the schools in quarterly blocks. Each school concentrates on one discipline at a
time after which they are reviewed and rotated upon sufficient mastery of the necessary skill. The classes are
conducted by 50 seasoned artists from Sarakasi who not only arm the students with useful physical skills but
with the necessary social skills to better their lives and enhance the living standards of their communities.

Ghetto Radio
Sarakasi Trust strongly believes in the use of culture for development and the positive role that culture
plays to eradicate poverty. With this in mind, Ghetto Radio, 89.5 FM, housed within the Dome annex, was
launched in December 2007 to give a voice to the disadvantaged youth of Nairobi. Along with providing entertainment, the station brings a number of socio-economic issues to the fore as well as acts as a
platform for recording artists who have found themselves excluded from the play lists of mainstream radio
stations. Being urban and non-commercial in nature, Ghetto Radio offers the disadvantaged youth an unprecedented voice and the realisation that they too can make a living through culture and the arts. Ghetto
Radio has firmly consolidated its position in 2008.

Audience Building
Ghetto Radio is an important part of our audience building program. This program is just as important to
us as our performance programs. No audience equals no performance. No doubt the biggest event in this
program is the Sawa Sawa Festival which this year attracted an audience of over 80,000 people. For years
we have been organising events through our audience-building programme to find one to call our own.
With the return of the 2008 Celtel Sawa Sawa Festival we think we’ve found it. With this event we have
been able to recognize our goal in the biggest capacity yet.
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Tours and Exchanges –
Crossing Boundaries
Once again in 2008 Sarakasi artists
became ambassadors for Kenya around
the globe. This part of our programme
offers our performers the opportunity to
gain incalculable experience, to push their
own boundaries by venturing outside
their comfort zone and provides them the
chance to measure themselves against
the best in the world and come through
standing tall. The fruit of these experiences is then returned home to Kenya
and imparted to the subsequent crop of
performers aiming to be our next exports.
Not the least of the benefits from these
tours is the chance for our performers to raise their earning levels in ways that are not possible locally. The
program also brings into the country a wide array of international performers and instructors to provide
supplementary training in areas where local expertise is lacking.
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Sarakasi Dancers
Early in 2008, three Sarakasi dancers attended a dance workshop in Rotterdam
that ran for two and a half weeks. After
honing their not inconsiderable skills in
the Netherlands, they were invited to
perform as the ‘curtain raiser’ act at the
World B-Boy break-dance competition
in Germany, together with three other
dancers from the Netherlands. Sarakasi’s assistant Dance Choreographer
Issa Adero was one of the three and he
remembers the experience not only for
the invaluable workshops and adrenalin producing performance but for the
freezing temperatures in Germany – ‘I’ve never been so cold’ he recalls laughing and shivering at
the memory.

Festival Mundial
The Festival Mundial continues to be a rich and rewarding platform for many of our performers, providing
a valuable showcase for their talents as shown by the following tours of 2008.
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Mapacha Africa
In March 2008, Mpacha Africa continued their recent phenomenal rise to success, after years of anonymity, when they travelled to the Netherlands to record with their old friends, New Cool Collective (NCC), a
Netherlands based jazz band. The recording was supported by Sarakasi Trust, Mundial Productions and
Double 2 Productions. The relationship between Mpacha Africa and NCC was formed in 2006 during the
North Sea Jazz Meets Nairobi Festival. The resulting album was released in the Netherlands in June 2008.
On the back of this achievement, in May 2008, Mpacha Africa returned to the Netherlands for a 6-week
tour taking in the annual Festival Mundial on Tour, at which they performed with NCC, and at a variety of
clubs and schools.

Mapacha Africa
In March 2008, Mpacha Africa continued their recent phenomenal rise to success, after years of
anonymity, when they travelled to the Netherlands to record with their old friends, New Cool Collective
(NCC), a Netherlands based jazz band. The recording was supported by Sarakasi Trust, Mundial
Productions and Double 2 Productions. The relationship between Mapacha Africa and NCC was formed
in 2006 during the North Sea Jazz Meets Nairobi Festival. The resulting album was released in the
Netherlands in June 2008. On the back of this achievement, in May 2008, Mapacha Africa returned to
the Netherlands for a 6-week tour taking in the annual Festival Mundial on Tour, at which they performed
with NCC, and at a variety of clubs and schools.

Rolling Spears
March 2008 also saw the return of the
Rolling Spears acrobatic troupe to the
Netherlands as part of Festival Mundial
On Tour. The seven members stayed
for a month and once again wowed
the European crowds with their gravity
defying feats. Rolling Spears jet-setting
lifestyle continued in July 2008 when they
returned to the Netherlands for a working
contract with Bergse Bergen, again
courtesy of Mundial Productions.
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Ghetto Girls
April 2008 continued in this exciting fashion as the Mundial juggernaut rolled on. This time it was the
chance for the Ghetto Girls Acrobats to strut their stuff abroad when they landed a one-month contract
to perform on the tour. This must be the feel-good story of 2008. The Ghetto Girls are seven young girls
aged under 22 from the Korogocho Slum who have come up through the Sarakasi training programme.
After growing in leaps and bounds in terms of performances and working incredibly hard to hone their
skills, their dedication paid off in spades. When the Ghetto Girls secured their month-long performance
contract with the Mundial Festival in Holland it must have felt like the sky was the limit for these one–time
kids from the ghetto – and we for one believe it is! We would also like to thank the American Women’s
Association in Nairobi who have taken an interest in the future of the Ghetto Girls and as a result have
provided us with a fully equipped laundry room.

Zama Zuka
Mundial Productions continued to play an important role in the lives of Sarakasi performers when in May
2008 they invited the seven Zama Zuka acrobats to perform in Johannesburg, South Africa at the Africa
Day Performance in conjunction with South Africa’s Cultural Development Trust.

Mighty Jambo
In April 2008 the seven performers of the Mighty Jambo troupe once again jetted off to return to what
is now their second home – the Butlins Bourne Leisure Holiday Resorts in the UK. The Butlin’s tour is now
a regular fixture for Mighty Jambo and runs from April to November as part of Butlin’s entertainment
programme. Butlin’s Resorts have been in existence for over seventy years and have survived through good
times and bad where many other hotels have come and gone. Butlin’s longevity is attributable to a tried
and true formula and the fact that they see Mighty Jambo as an integral part of this formula is a tribute to
the professionalism and talent of these dedicated artists.
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Cool Runnings
July 2008 saw eight Sarakasi artists head for the snowy peaks of Switzerland on a working contract to
provide a taste of home for Kenyan Government officials who were attending a meeting on the shores of
Lake Geneva. The officials included the Kenyan Prime Minister among other dignitaries.

Meaningful Exchanges
The second half of the year continued at the same non-stop pace for our staff and performers.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

In June Mundial Productions funded a fact-finding tour
by Samuel Jornot, the Artistic Director of Fonty’s Circus
School, to assess the ability of Kenya acrobats.
Also in June, our Director and project assistant
attended Festival Mundial and a partner meeting in the
Netherlands, courtesy of Mundial Productions.
In August our Director and two acrobatic co-ordinators headed to South Africa for social circus training
at Circus Zip-Zap, CapeTown funded by the renowned
Cirque de Soleil.
In September, twelve performers from the Ethiopian
Fekat Circus arrived at the Sarakasi Dome on a threeweek exchange programme.
Arthur Kenti, a renowned Dutch juggler, returned to
our shores on two occasions (July and October) for a
series of training programs and workshops to again
hone the skills of our performers.
Acrobatic trainer extraordinaire, Mariam Lammers,
spent the second half of 2008 training with our acrobats 3 times a week, which was invaluable in raising
the skill levels of our artists.
In October, the Sarakasi Artists held a series of Dance Training workshops at the GoDown Arts centre,
supported by the US Embassy.
November brought Bee and Natalia from the UK to the Dome where they held silk training workshops
for our artists kindly supported by Arnos Africa Foundation.

Great Rift Valley Trust
Sarakasi’s collaboration with Kuki Gallman’s Great Rift Valley Trust continued and strengthened throughout 2008 with several exchanges taking place. Two events took place in Laikipia in February, the Aqua
show, to which we sent a choreographer and nine dancers, and the Hip Hop Parliament, a peace and
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reconciliation workshop, attended by various hip hop artists, who also performed. In October 2008 the
Great Rift Valley Trust once again played host in Laikipia to a series of peace workshops concentrating on
the positive role the media can play within communities when it comes to peace building initiatives, to
which Sarakasi sent various artists and media personalities. The workshops were immediately followed by
the Laikipia Highland Games Dance Exchange, in which eight Sarakasi dancers participated.

Umoja Cultural Flying Carpet
November 2008 brought about one of the
highlights of the year when our partner
network, the Norwegian organisation,
Umoja Cultural Flying Carpet, hit town.
This was a cultural exchange program on a
massive level. The two-week extravaganza
saw 120 artists from Kenya, Tanzania,
Ethiopia, Norway and the Netherlands
camped out at Kasarani Stadium. During
this time these fine artists staged community
shows in 4 different slum areas of Nairobi.
The event culminated in a main show at
Uhuru Park on November 23rd, which was
co-funded by the Norwegian Embassy.

Amani Circus
In December 2008, the twelve acrobats
and dancers that make up the Amani
Circus visited Italy on a 3-week tour to the
town of Bougna Carvallo to perform with
the acrobatic and dance circus Arcipelago
Circo Teatro. The group were accompanied
by tour manager John Washika, who
his colleagues consider has the best
job at Sarakasi. John actually ended up
performing with the circus, which might
seem strange at first but not when one
finds out his ‘day job’ at Sarakasi is actually
Acrobatic Co-ordinator and Trainer and was
doing triple somersaults when his charges
were still in nappies. Edu Odhiambo, Sarakasi’s chief dance choreographer and co-ordinator, claims that his
biggest challenge of 2008 was preparing the performers for the Italian tour and his biggest surprise of 2008
was that John actually performed there!
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Networks/ Partnerships
Sarakasi’s vision cannot exist in isolation.
It is only through maintaining existing
networks and partnerships and continuing
to build new ones that we can continue to
grow and prosper.
During 2008 our existing relationships with
our worldwide networks such as Mundial,
Dubbelleuk and Umoja were consolidated
and new ones were established.
In 2008 Sarakasi joined Jeunesse Musicale
Internationale (JMI) and became only JMI’s
2nd African partner referred to as JMI
Kenya. JMI is an international network for young performers and musicians from all around the world and
runs exchange programmes for young musicians and performers. This signals major potential for Sarakasi
to expand into the music side of things for which it appears there is a massive need.
Nairobi based partnerships were started with GoDown Arts Centre, Kuona Trust and Rainmaker.
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Working Towards Peace
Sarakasi has always gone beyond the physical training of our performers and has worked hard at providing them with life skills training through our annual series of workshops concentrating on health, finance,
legal issues and cultural transitions. The focus of our workshops in 2008 shifted towards peace and
reconciliation following the trauma of the post election violence. In late February we sent the hip hop parliament to a peace and reconciliation workshop in Laikipia, hosted by the Great Rift Valley Trust and two
days after that Peacenet, funded by Stichting Doen, organized workshops for 200 of our artists to help
them come to terms with the upheaval they had been through and to impart to them the skills needed to
cope with the changes in their lives and mechanisms used for conflict resolution and non-violent communication skills. Later in the year, further peace and reconciliation workshops were hosted by the Great Rift
Valley Trust over four days attended by members of the media and various Sarakasi artists. The Norwegian
Embassy funded Amani Outreach Program started officially in December with the organisation of a month
of peace training workshops for 50 of our artists to begin in January 2009.

Looking Ahead
Sarakasi defined the period from July 2008 to June 2009 as a transition period. After 7 years of incubation and tremendous growth, Sarakasi has arrived at a stage of consolidation and possibilities for more
structured expansion. This is due in no small part to the acquisition of a permanent home for Sarakasi, the
newly named Sarakasi Dome in Ngara. By the end of 2008 Sarakasi was responsible for around 158 staff
members both directly employed or employed against special projects, coupled with 40 centres in Nairobi,
an international exchange and performance contracts program, a festival and several special projects. It
was now time to do some serious planning for the future.
In 2008, after a thorough consultative process, which involved meetings and discussions with members of
staff, the Board of Trustees and some key stakeholders, a first draft strategic plan was produced. As a result
of this strategic planning process the Board of Trustees defined the following goals to be achieved by 2013:
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•
•
•
•

To further develop an effective and efficient organisation, with specific emphasis on positioning Sarakasi as a leader in the arts and culture for development;
To achieve adequate and predictable financial resources;
To achieve defined and structured training programs, exchanges, production capacity, expansion to
other cities and an agency capability with clear strategies on scope, reach and participation;
To be a recognized partner in art and culture in (Kenyan) society.

The complexity of the process and the ongoing demanding activities of Sarakasi meant that the strategic
planning process took longer than expected and, although in its final stage, it still needs further review.
But Sarakasi now feels it is ready for the tremendous challenges of the coming years.
These challenges will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Putting fifty of our artists on contract in 2009 and thereby creating a pool of professional artists.
Setting up an artist agency.
Generating income via the Dome, including the hosting of 2009 Sawa Sawa Festival.
Expanding the Hospital Project.
Expanding Sarakasi training programs within Kenya and East Africa.
Securing finances and generating more income.

Financial Statement
In 2008 US $ 1,986,262 was generated in our accounts from the following sources:
Kshs.
Brought forward from 2007 incl. exchange adjustement of $ 263

USD

19,160,090

273,716

11,838,787

169,126

7,830,000

111,857

Income 2008
Netherlands Embassy
Netherlands Embassy - Bridge Funding
Norwegian Embassy

8,374,036

119,629

Mundial Productions - Netherlands

18,148,530

259,265

Stichting Doen - Netherlands

40,561,000

579,443

Stichting Doen - Disaster Relief

4,200,000

60,000

Butlins - UK

6,772,662

96,752

Celtel - East Africa

6,524,105

93,202

Terre des Hommes - East Africa

1,659,309

23,704

622,165

8,888

4,693,891

67,056

Dubbeleuk - Netherlands
International Shows
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Local Shows

4,054,208

57,917

953,205

13,617

2,967,120

42,387

75,776

1,083

603,447

8,621

Total income 2008

119,878,241

1,712,546

Total funds available 2008

139,038,331

1,986,262

9,009,922

128,713

Cultural Exchanges, Training & Capacity Building

63,000,659

900,009

Premises, Equipment & Office Facilities

51,344,131

733,488

Communication & Promotion

1,801,597

25,737

Miscellaneous Component

6,232,536

89,036

131,388,845

1,876,984

Balance

7,649,486

109,278

Fund balance represented by:

7,894,745

112,782

Cash at Bank

7,894,745

112,782

Cash in Hand

425,323

6,076

Dome Income
Miscellaneous Donations
Interest Income
Foreign Exchange Gain/(Loss)

The funds were disbursed as summarized below:
Project Management & Implementation (including
Personnel)

Total Expenditure

Accounts Payable

(2,667,487)

(38,107)

Prepayments

1,996,905

28,527

Total

7,649,486

109,278

Note:
In addition, Sarakasi Trust and Stichting Ghetto Radio (from The Netherlands) coown Ghetto Radio Limited. Ghetto Radio Limited and Kenya Broadcasting Company
have created a Joint Venture to jointly manage and operate Ghetto Radio. In
2008, US $ 297,434 was generated by Ghetto Radio Limited, while expenditures
amounted to US $ 271,405. 		

Amounts ($)

152129
100314

2002

446192
479301

2003

428088
825269
912789

2005

Income & Expenditure Analysis

530081

2004

1159389 1178029

2006
864852
842777

2007

1876984

1712546

Total Expenditure

Income

Do you like what we do and want to make a donation?
Bank Details: Sarakasi Trust, USD Account (012) 402009840; Euro Account (012) 432000110;
KSh Account (012) 234667501 Kenya Commercial Bank, UN Gigiri, P.O. Box 39402, Nairobi, Kenya;
Swift Code KCB LKENX
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